
Finanial Instruments in ReommendationMehanismsMarkus Jakobsson�RSA Laboratories,Bedford, MA 01730AbstratWe demonstrate how to use �nanial instruments to produe reom-mendation mehanisms. We desribe how futures and futures options,both relating to the pereption of a ompany or servie, an be used to de-rive aurate reommendations that are seure against abuse. We suggestthe notion of eonomi redutions to attribute a ost to the introdutionof bias in the reommendation system. We demonstrate the use of suhan approah using a simpli�ed set of assumptions on the behavior of themarket.Keywords: futures, reommendations.1 IntrodutionMary wants to buy ashmere shoks, and has found two ompanies on the webthat arries them. However, she has not heard of either ompany, and wouldlike to know whih, if any, she should make her purhase from.This example, along with the reent expression \On the Internet, nobodyknows that you're a dog" [6℄ apture { in a nutshell { the lak of trust assoi-ated with large deentralized networks. Common wisdom has it that this lak oftrust is inherent, that is, that it annot be overome without imposing a strongstruture on the network. Suh a struture, however, is almost guaranteed toquenh many smaller initiatives in favor of large brand-named on-line institu-tions, given the likely lak of time and resoures to fairly assess all but the largesthoies. (In our example, the mom-and-pop ashmere soks store would not belikely to be reviewed by a entralized authority, whereas a large ompetitorwould be likely to.) Interestingly enough, it appears that the same result alsois being ahieved by the lak of suh a struture, likely to be aused by the fatthat onsumers only trust organizations that they have already heard reassuringthings about. In other words, the lak of a struture would give large organi-zations with a name-brand reognition among onsumers a de�nitive edge over�Work performed while at Bell Labs. 1



smaller organizations, whether these have better produts or not. The questionwe attempt to answer in this paper is how to struture light-weight and auratemehanisms allowing onsumers to assess the value of to them unknown serviesof varying market penetration, and in a way that is not vulnerable to abuse.In partiular, we want to avoid that one organization \ooks" the ratings inits favor (whih is a seurity onern) at the same time as we want hanges inservie to be quikly reeted in the ratings (this requirement prevents statireommendations { this an be seen to be a requirement that aggrevates thedesign of seure solutions.) Our proposed solution is based on the rational be-havior of investors by extrating a reommendation from trends in investmentpatterns. While markets are known not to be fully rational at all times, one ansee that investors will be inentivised to detet inorret reommendations andorret these by providing upward or downward pressure on the orrespondingommodity. If we revert to our example for a moment, Mary would deide whatompany to deal with by inspeting stok pries measuring the quality of ser-vie of the two ompanies. (Note that this is di�erent from the normal stoks,whih measure the money-making abilities of the ompanies.) If Mary realizesthat the servie she obtains (after making a deision) is not onsistent with thereommendation she saw, then there is an opportunity for her to make moneyon knowing the true value of the \goodness stok". In partiular, if the soksare muh better than suggested by the reommendation, then it is likely thatmore people soon will �nd out, and the stok pries measuring the sok qualitywill soon go up.There are several onerns to be addressed. First and foremost, the reom-mendation mehanism must be abuse-free in that it must eventually reet theimpressions of users and buyers, and not allow deeitful bias to be introduedby ompanies with a stake in the outome of the reommendation. As suh, thesystem should defend against the e�ets of ompanies attempting to downgradea ompetitor's image. A good system should, for the same reason, also guardagainst ompanies boosting their own images in ways that does not involve im-proving their servies and produts. However, neither of these requirements anbe expeted to be met in full, as suggested by the role advertisement plays inshifting the publi pereption in a favorable way, but without improving serviesand produts per se. Therefore, our aim is to develop mehanisms that ahievea protetion strong enough that attempts at manipulating the reommendationmehanism are less e�etive and more ostly than other ways of getting im-proved ratings, suh as advertisements and improved servie. Analogous to howredutions provide hardness relationships in omplexity theory, one an (giventhe right model of the market) perform eonomi redutions to demonstrate therobustness of a reommendation mehanism, by attributing a ost to the e�ortof manipulation. Instead of omputational hardness assumptions, these wouldbe based on eonomi assumptions. We draft some reasonable assumptions inorder to examplify the tehnique and provide a rough analysis of the sheme.However, in order for a ommerially meaningful redution to be performed,muh more areful modelling is required.A seond requirement on a reommendation mehanism is that it should re-2



et onsumer opinions in a timely manner, that is, the reommendation shouldbe representative of reent performane and pereption. It an easily be seenthat there is a onit between the degree to whih a mehanism obtains abuse-freeness, and the timeliness of the mehanism. In partiular, if a mehanismonly takes the last opinion into onsideration, it is easily manipulated; on theother hand, if it averages opinions over too long of a time, there is a risk thatthe trends are not learly distinguishable.Our method draws on the eomomi inentives of investors to ombine aonsiousness of trends with a memory of the past, by extrating reommenda-tions from investment statistis. It rewards investors with good foresight andpunishes mistaken investors, the latter of whih translates manipulative behav-ior into eonomi losses. Of ourse, it is important to remember that pro�ts aswell as losses would be restrited to people willing to put their money at stake,while reommendations an be provided to anybody.Finally, a third issue of importane is the ost of maintaining the servie.It an be seen that the osts of our mehanism are lose to negligible, and itsoperation light-weight in that it does not require any notieable maintenanee�ort. (This is the ase sine its osts are defrayed by the trading fees.)Outline. We begin (in setion 2) by reviewing a host of traditional solutionsused for the purpose of onsumer feedbak. This desripton is interleaved withdisussions of weaknesses of and requirements on these solutions, were they tobe employed in a setting suh as the Internet.We explain the intuition of our solution in setion 3. Then, in setion 4,we review the struture of some �nanial instruments underlying our solution.In partiular, we will disuss the priniples behind stoks, futures, and futuresoptions. A reader familiar with these �nanial primitives an go diretly tothe next setion (setion 5), in whih we present our protools for generating,evaluating and presenting reommendations. Our method relies on the priniplethat in a free market, the prie of eah ommodity orresponds to the ommonunderstanding of its value. By letting ommodities trak aspets of ompaniesand servies that we wish to rank in the reommendation mehanism, we ansimply use the ranking of their respetive market values for the reommendation.Both individuals and institutional brokers may invest money in suh a \marketof opinions" where their investments are then translated into reommendations.Our mehanism is therefore related to the Iowa Eletroni Markets [4℄, butwith a reommendation engine plaed on top. While the Iowa Eletroni Mar-kets failed to projet the outome of the year 2000 eletions { one of the marketssuggested a republian vitory, while the other a demorati { the mehanismstill bears promise. Possible problems ausing the failed prognosis may be thethe loseness of the rae, and that politis "infeted" the game. Another prob-lem may be the limited size of the markets. (Whih suggests that the preisionof our reommendation mehanism depends on the assoiated market size.) Werefer to [2℄ for a more thorough disussion of these issues.In setion 6, we disuss possible user interfaes to be built on top of the3



reommendation mehanisms. We mostly onsider the user interfaes for the\ommon user" (as opposed to the orporate investor.)In setion 7, we analyse the quality of our solution by providing bounds onits auray, and study { under a set of working assumptions we establish { theost of maintaining arti�ially high (or low) reommendations by manipulatingthe system.2 Existing SolutionsWe will here disuss existing mehanisms for reommendations, employed in\the real world", and explain the weaknesses of these mehanisms, were theyto be employed in an Internet setting. We will, in partiular, disuss the trustrequirements and the risk for abuse in these shemes, along with the timelinessand the ost of olleting and maintaining the feedbak.No Reommendation Mehanism. A system not explitly employing re-ommendation mehanisms has to rely on advertisments and methods for re-taining ustomers. Due to the lak of trust, it bene�ts already name-brandedplayers, whether in their \known business" or when entering a new nihe.Personal Reommendations. In a system relying on personal reommen-dations (without any entralized ontrol of these), a user may either hoose onlyto take into onsideration reommendations from to him known users (poten-tially using a friend-of-a-friend hain onsisting of a few links); or to onsiderreommendations from larger sets of people. The former option su�ers from alikely shortage of reommendation material (at least relating to merhants thatare not household names) and an assoiated lak of timeliness, while the latterallows abuse. In order to urtail abuse, one an imagine a tiered reommen-dation struture, where users an post feedbak not only about servies, butalso about users submitting reommendations. However, this mehanism is stillexposed to abuse, and may ause \mutual over-rating" (as seen in the struturefor rating buyers/sellers in eBay's system [3℄.) Finally, it requires mehanismsfor ompiling large amounts of feedbak and extrating the essene of these.Better Business Bureau. The Better Business Bureau (BBB, [1℄) ompilesomplaints, evaluates (to some extent) the validity of these, and posts warningswhen thresholds are reahed. One ould imagine a servie of this type thatnot only handles negative feedbak and warnings, but also postive feedbak andsuggestions. In either ase, though, this type of struture is fraught with theproblem of biased feedbak. Moreover, the overhead for evaluating the feedbak(and its veraity in partiular) may be substantial. There is a relationship be-tween the ost of produing a reommendation, and its auray and timeliness.
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Reviews. A review (suh as [5℄) is based on surveys or feedbak, and havea funtional struture similar to the suggestions by a BBB. Not surprisingly,reviews su�er the same shortomings as strutures based on a BBB, but mayadditionally su�er from problems relating to trust. Namely, users would haveto trust not only the veraity of feedbak underlying the reommendation, butalso the lak of bias introdued by the reviewer, partiularly so of it is not learfrom where the reviewing organization reeives its funding. To some extent,the quality of reommendation mehanism based on reviews depends on thenumber of independent reviews, and on the quantity of feedbak from users.The Zagat [7℄ restaurant guide is a noteworthy example of a reommendationmehanism that has gained enough momentum { both among reviewers andusers { to gain trust with these. Current review-based reommendation systemstypially harge the user for aess to reommendations. The ost of produinga reommendation relates losely to its auray and timeliness.3 IntuitionIn order to ahieve our goals, we will take the novel approah of employing�nanial instruments to extrat reommendations. Thus, reommendations willbe based on the urrent market value of opinions about a ompany or servie(as opposed to the ompany stok in general). The reommendations ome withthe impliit guarantee that any measureable error in the reommendation (andits timeliness) orresponds to a �nanial opportunity for anybody who disoversthis fat. This will serve to quikly orret reommendations and to keep themas honest as an be.Our mehanism is seure against \biased buying" by parties interested inthwarting the reommendation outome. This follows from the fat that theeonomi power of any ompany is minisule in omparison to the eonomipower of the market plae. This is partiularly the ase for small and medium-sized ompanies, whih are probably also more likely than larger ompanies tobe tempted by suh tatis. Therefore, if a large body of investors were todisagree with a rating or reommendation, this would soon be reeted in themarket value it orrespondings to. (Additionally, standard measures againstinsider trading would apply.)A �rst approah ould be to reate a stok assoiated with the pereptionof eah servie, or eah aspet of eah servie. Thus, one ould imagine stokstraking the pereption of the quality of a ompany's produts, the pereption ofthe value of these, and the pereption of the servie provided. However, stokshave the drawbak of being less volatile than other �nanial instruments, whihtranslates into a lower timeliness of a reomendation mehanism built of stoks.Also, the lower pro�ts ahievable by stoks may make the reommendation lessaurate even in a (hypothetial) stable state of the system. Finally, stokso�er less exibility than some other instruments { we will see examples of theusefulness of suh exibility onwards in our desription.In order to ahieve inreased volatility, we propose the use of futures and5



futures options. Unlike ommon futures and futures options, ours would relatenot to the expeted prie of a ommodity but to the pereived quality or value of aservie. While either futures or futures options may be used for our mehanism,and both may be employed at the same time, the user interfaes will di�er forthe two. We will disuss this in detail after having presented the workings ofthe reommendation mehanism.The market values of the futures (resp. futures options) indiate the perep-tion of the assoiated servies or ompanies. The relationship between the priesassoiated with two ompeting ompanies will, similarly, speify a ranking ofthe ompanies. We will show that �nanial arbitrage will automatially ause alinear ordering of all of the ompanies being ompared. Suh an ordering maybe performed with respet to eah aspet (suh as quality, value, servie) thatorresponds to a future or futures option.4 Overview of Relevant Finanial InstrumentsFutures: Long and Short. Traditionally, a futures ontrat is a promise tobuy or sell a ertain quantity of goods at a given time. To be long means tohave agreed to obtain delivery at the delivery month of the ontrat, while beingshort means to have agreed to make delivery aording to the ontrat. Eitherway, it is the ase that the prie of the delivery is agreed upon at the time theposition is taken. Futures were introdued as a type of insurane: If, in May, afarmer takes a short position for delivery of wheat in September (orrespondingto the quantity of wheat he antiipates obtaining at harvest), then he is able toguarantee a pro�t for his wheat orresponding the ontratual prie at the timeof taking the postion. Similarly, a wheat onsumer (suh as a baker, perhaps)may take a long position to avoid that prie utuations of wheat alter hisalulated pro�ts.Speulation. It is not neessary to either have or want wheat in order tobuy wheat futures. If a trader believes that the wheat prie is about to fall,he will go short, at whih time he promises to deliver at the prie spei�ed inthe ontrat. Later, he ould either buy the wheat and make delivery, or moreommonly, go long to anel out his previous position. If the prie fell duringthis time, the delivery prie he is o�ered at the early point in time is going tobe higher than the prie he has to pay to avoid making delivery at the latterpoint in time. The trader will thus make a pro�t. Of ourse, this goes bothways, and if the prie were to go up, then our trader will arue a orrespondingloss. Similarly, an investor who believes that the prie of some merhandise willgo up would take a long position at �rst, and later anel his position by goingshort with the same quantity.Arbitrage. Assume that the exhange rate of pounds to dollars is 1:3; thatthe rate of dollars to marks is 1:2; and that the rate of marks to pounds is 1:1.Clearly, this is unsustainable, sine an investor ould start with a small amount6



of pounds; exhange those for dollars, the dollars for marks, and the marksfor pounds; after whih he would end up with more pounds than he startedwith. This proess, alled arbitrage, is what will immediately impose a linearordering of the urrenies by applying inreased upward or downward pressureon the value of at least one of them.Open Interest. For eah long position reated, one short position is alsoreated. If a person holding one type takes a position of the opposite type, wesay that the two posistions anel. The open interest is a ount of the number ofnon-anelled positions held for eah type of future. As suh, the open interestindiates the ativity of the market; the trading volume is another suh measure.Earnest money. We mentioned that the payment for the ommodity is per-formed at delivery. However, at the time the postition is taken, both sides of theontrat deposit earnest money, whih is typially a fration of the ontratualprie. If an investor takes a long position and the pries go up, then he will beable to withdraw against his earnest money (sine less is needed with the newrate). The same holds for a short position and a falling prie. On the otherhand, a long investor would under falling pries have to deposit more earnestmoney to keep a seurity margin. If this margin is ever reahed, the learing-house would have to limit the number of positions held by the investor, i.e., sellsome of the positions at market pries.Spreads. A spread is one long position and one short position { for two dif-ferent but related types of ommodities. The spread is a useful tool for theinvestor who believes that he knows how the pries of the two types of mer-handise will develop relative to eah other { but without wanting to make betson how their individual values develop over time. As an example, an investorwho takes a position long Deutshe Mark / short Swiss Fran believes that theformer urreny will gain in relation to the latter. As long as this happens, theinvestor will make a pro�t, independently of whether they both should go up orboth should fall. A spread will typially require less earnest money than a singlefutures position, as the losses of one side will be balaned to a large extent bythe pro�ts of the other.Futures Options. A futures option is a ontrat that gives the possibility ofpurhasing (resp. selling) a quantity of a ommodity at a prie spei�ed in theontrat. However, it is { unlike normal futures { not foring the buyer of theoption to do so. The delivery date of a futures option represents the last pointin time when a buyer may exerise the option. The prie of the futures optionis related to the antiipated prie developments of the underlying ommodity.Thus, in a bullish market, the prie of the long futures option is going to be high,and the prie of the orresponding short position low. (This is similar to how theodds of the favorite rae horse will be better than those of a relative newomer,and the potential payo� the opposite.) It is possible to require the seller of a7



long (resp. short) futures option to be in possession of the orresponding long(resp. short) future to limit the amount of earnest money demanded by him.5 Building a Reommendation MehanismDelivery. Delivery rarely takes plae in a market where a large portion of theinvestors are speulators. In our setting, this will be even more pronouned,sine for \pereption futures", there will be no ommodity to be delivered.Therefore, the investors always have to anel their positions at or before theontratual delivery date. It is possible to imagine a futures ontrat with anin�nite delivery date. In a futures system with in�nite delivery dates, investorswould never be fored to anel out positions, and money would be made bywithdrawing against the earnest money, or by voluntarily anelling out posi-tions. Similarly, an investor holding a losing position has the hoie of depositingmore earnest money, or to lose out the position and get some portion of thedeposited earnest money bak. If he does not deposit more earnest money toan investment with ontinously falling value, the learinghouse will anel outthe position before the earnest money is depleted.Choie of delivery dates. We propose the use of in�nite delivery dates totrak behavior of a non-seasonal type, suh as the hit ratio of browsers, or theservies o�ered by �lm developing ompanies. On the other hand, it may bebene�ial to retain normal delivery dates for servies of seasonal or periodinature, suh as the value of a tourist resort with di�erent seasonal ativitieso�ered. For simpliity, we will fous on futures with in�nite delivery dates, asthese seem to be more useful for smooth traking and reommendations for theappliations we have in mind. On the other hand, we only onsider futuresoptions with normal delivery dates, sine this simpli�es the risk analysis for theseller of the option, and therefore inreases trading volume. We note that it ispossible to ombine the use of futures having in�nite delivery dates with futuresoptions having normal delivery dates (although sellers of the options will �nd itharder to hedge properly.)Buying individual futures. If a user (or a orporate investor) believes thata ertain servie is improving, then he will take a long position for the servie.Should he be right, then other investors will follow, and the prie will inrease,giving the investor a pro�t. (Unless it is ommon knowledge that the servie isimproving, in whih ase it is to some extent already fatored into the prie.)Similarly, if the investor believes that a servie is beoming worse, he will sell itshort.Using multiple perspetives. It is possible to have two or more sets of fu-tures desribing one set of ompany or servies, but from di�erent demographiperpetives. One of these perspetives, for example, an be \as pereived byblak and latino men between the ages of 20 and 25" while another may be8



\as pereived by white teenage women." We note the diret appliation of theorresponding rankings not only for reommendation systems, but also for pur-poses of direted advertisments, and researh on demographis and onsumerbehavior.Using spreads. If an investor believes that ompany or servie A is betterthan ompany or servie B, he an reate a spread position by buying A longand B short. (We note that this fuels the market prie of A and ools the marketprie of B.) Of ourse, the deision has to be made after studying market values:if A trades at a muh higher value than B, then it is ommonly known that theirservie is better. However, an investor who an identify a situation where theyare similarly pried, or even, where B is pried higher, would be likely to want totake the above position. If two di�erent futures desribes the same ompany orservie, but from di�erent points of view, then it is possible to reate a spreadposition between these two futures, orresponding to making a bet on whatonsumer group the servie will advane the most onwards.A note on prie movements. As is normal in a free market, downwardpressure on the prie of a ommodity will ause its prie to drop. Similarly,upward pressure will result in pries going up. Therefore, the ombined e�etof investor purhases and sales will move the prie of the ommodity { in ourase the future or futures option { to the level where, aording to the market,it belongs.Translating pries into reommendations. For eah set of futures in thesame type of market, it will be possible to rank the orresponding ompanies orservies aording to the prie of the futures, giving the highest ranking to theompany or servie with the highest market prie, et. Here, the same type ofmarket is used to mean when the orresponding servies or ompanies an beompared. For example, one an ompare the value of produts of ompaniesin the same business in a meaningful way, but one annot ompare the valueof produts between ompanies in entirely di�erent businesses. Similarly, oneannot ompare the value of produts o�ered by one ompany to the deliveryspeed of a seond ompany { whether they are in the same business or not. Thelearinghouse, or any observer of the market, an reate rankings of ompaniesand servies that an be ompared. Eah ompany or servie an be rankedwith respet to one or more aspets.Average Rankings. If there are multiple futures desribing one and the sameservie, but from di�erent perspetives, one an learly use this for reommenda-tions geared towards the various onsumer groups. One may also reate averagerankings by generating a weighted average (where the weights may be seletedin proportion to the open interest of the individual futures) of the pries, whihthen would be translated into a ranking.9



Determining the preision of a reommendation. The open interest isan indiator of the number of long and short positions held at the time. A largeopen interest, ombined with a high volume of transations, is an indiator of ahigh publi interest in the orresponding future. This, in turn, translates to ahigh degree of preision of the ranking derived from the market pries. On theother hand, a large open interest without any notieable trading suggests thatthe prie may be about to move, but that the losing side of the trend is not yetonvined of the diretion of the movements. If the open interest is very low,and transation volume limited, then the preision one an obtain is low, as theopinion is based on only a few investors. Finally, if the open interest is low, butthe transation volume is high, then the trend an be seen as an indiation ofreasonable preision. (Thus, trends an be seen as a tie-breaking aspet used inthe ranking, whih primarily is based on the market pries.) In all of the above,large vs. small open interest must be seen as a fration of the market of optionsrelated to the option in question; similarly, the trading volume must be seen inthe perspetive of total trading in the related market.Interpreting and using futures options. If futures options are used inombination with futures, one an base the reommendation mehanism solelyon the market pries of the futures, and allow the futures options merely to beanother tool for trading and putting upwards and downwards pressure on themarket values. Furthermore, one an use the disrepany in the short and longpries for fututes options to determine the trend, i.e., whether there is upwardsor downwards pressure on the prie of a future. The probably biggest bene�t offutures options in our setting is that they do not require onstant monitoring ofthe earnest money, but rather, one a position is taken, the investor may detahhimself from further involvement until he deides to exerise the option (i.e.,ollet the pro�t, if any.) This makes them partiularly pratial for \asualinvestors".The e�ets of support purhases. If a ompany attempts to improve itsimage by means of performing support purhases of its own futures, then thiswill ause the value of ompeting futures to rise by means of arbitrage andnew spread positions taken by investors who notie the disrepany in futurespries and quality of servie. In order to sustain the improved rating, theompany therefore has to keep making support purhases to ounter the marketfores. We will study the ost of this in setion 7. We note that a ompany analso improve its image by attempting to damage the image of its ompetitors.However, this results in a larger ost (to get the same relative improvment inthe rating) as long as the umulative market of the ompetitor's futures haslarger volume than the ompany's own futures alone. Therefore, we will fouson the former threat.
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Figure 1: Example interfae.6 User InterfaeDisplaying reommendations. Aording to the methods desribed above,one an reate rankings of the various aspets of a servie or ompany of interestto a user. These an be used for deision guides by allowing the user to prioritizethe various aspets, and weighing the rankings obtained by the user-de�nedweights. One an also display the available servies on a line, their positions setas a funtion of their traded value, with arrows indiating trends. Additionally,one may add a measure of the preision, using, e.g., a pie hart under eahompany on the axis. (Here, the preision, as mentioned, an be estimatedfrom the open interest and the trading volume, as well as the urrent pries ofits futures options.)Creating an aount. Everybody who wants to start investing in pereptionfutures or pereption futures options needs to transfer money to a learinghouseor a broker. A variety of well understood methods an be used for this, as wellas for proteting the aount against unauthorized aess. One an aount hasbeen reated and a minimum balane established, the user an trade in availableoptions and futures.Displaying investment information. Casual investors may use an interfaeas that depited in �gure 1. The investor may request more details, and anassess the approximate and relative market values of futures by looking at therelated reommendation display. By seleting one or more ompanies, he anthen obtain the pries for futures and futures options for eah one of these, along11



with the pries assoiated with reating spreads for the various ombinations.Delivery dates { when appliable { would be displayed as well. The user wouldalso be given aess to information on his existing positions, and be given thepossibility of losing out or strengthening these. The more thorough investorwould also be given information that allows him to assess the open interest,trading volume, and pries as funtions of time.7 AnalysisThe following analysis based on a set of simpli�ed assumptions meant to ex-amplify how to perform eonomial redutions. We do not attempt to derivethe orret models (and we are aware of the likely omplexity of these), andtherefore advise the reader to take the onlusions of the analysis with a biggrain of salt and merely think of these as indiative of the eonomi redutionspossible, one market data is available. Having said that, let us now onsiderhow an eonomi redution an be made, given a model of the market behavior:Let us �x a ompany or servie to be analysed. We let x orrespond to thenumber of lients it has per time unit, and y the total number of lients pertime unit in its nihe. We will let Æ be the average pereived over-valuationof its future by onsumers and investors omparing it to other ompanies. Wewill �nally let � be the atual amount of over-valuation of its future ausedby investment of the ompany itself. Both Æ and � are assumed to be frationslarger than one. However, a similar argument will hold for depreiation ofompetitors' futures prie.Assumption 1. We assume that the number of eyeballs a future reeives pertime unit is E = 1x+ 2y, where 1 and 2 are onstants.Assumption 2. We assume that the trading volume of a future on average isproportional both to its pereived over-valuation Æ and to the number of eyeballsE. In partiular, we assume that the volume is V = ÆE.Assumption 3. For ease of analysis, we assume that Æ = ��, meaning thatthe average investor pereives the investment opportunity as a fration � of thereal ost disrepany.Assumption 4. We assume that the market is rational in that the ommoninvestor tries to maximize his �nanial bene�t.Loss per time unit. The ost of improving the ompany's ranking by support-buying of its futures is the ost of the volume of futures traded by the heater.Thus, the heater's �naial loss per time unit is L = �V = �ÆE (wherein werely on assumption 2.) Using assumption 3, we an simplify this to L = ��2E,whih, aording to assumption 1 is L = ��2(1x + 2y). Consider now the12



Figure 2: The ost as a funtion of the degree of manipulation.ratio of the ost L taken per ustomer x. This is the average support spendingper ustomer (in a steady state.) We plot the ratio L=x as a funtion of thedisrepany � in �gure2, using (1; 2; �) = (1=100; 1=500; 0:9) as possible valuesand market shares (i.e., ratios x=y) between 1=100 and 1=2.We see that { under our assumptions, and using our system { the lossesinrease rapidly with the distortion of the futures value. We also see that thesmaller the market share, the larger the overhead of heating. This is very onve-nient, as larger ompanies are more likely to be arefully audited, and thereforeless likely to even attempt purhasing their image on the futures market.We note that the osts must be put in relation to the antiipated pro�tsper time unit stemming from the improved rating. However, one must alsoonsider alternative ways of obtaining this better rating, whether to advertiseor to improve the produts or servies. The rating system is abuse-free if theselatter osts are lower than those of support-buying futures.
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8 ConlusionsWe have presented a novel mehanism for produing reommendations. Ourmehanism is light-weight, has resistane against manipulation, and is timely.It will not need any new software to be distributed to the average user (whomay use a standard browser), and it will be easy to use.AknowledgementsMany thanks to Matt Franklin for inspiration and fruitful disussions, and tothe anonymous referees for improving the presentation.Referenes[1℄ Better Business Bureau, www.bbb.org[2℄ D. Conley, \A free market eletion failure,"www.salon.om/teh/feature/2000/11/16/eletion predition/index.html[3℄ eBay, www.eBay.om[4℄ Iowa Eletroni Markets, www.biz.uiowa.edu/iem/index.html[5℄ Lonely Planet, www.lonelyplanet.om[6℄ Cartoon in the New Yorker, p. 61, July 5 '93.[7℄ Zagat reviews, www.zagat.om
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